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Circuit Stop: Seminole Coconut Creek 

Event:  No-Limit Hold’em 

Buy-in:  $400 

Date:   30 September 2019 

Entries: 80 

Prizepool: $26,400

 

HAMID IZADI CLAIMS 3RD CIRCUIT RING IN EVENT #12 

He earns $8,170 for his victory 

Hamid Izadi secured his third Circuit ring on Monday afternoon after winning Event #12: 
$400 No-Limit Hold’em, which took two days to reach to reach a conclusion. He topped a 
field of 80 entrants and banked $8,170. 

Izadi is no stranger at the WSOP Circuit. He has an impressive resume with multiple deep 
runs, a couple of victories, and over $430,000 in total cashes. 

“The feeling is great. As you know, I’ve had a bunch of runner-up finishes and a bunch of 
final tables. I should really have more. A ring is a symbol of your hard work, so I really value 
the ring.” 

Izadi gave a lot of credit to Andrew Lauer, who he defeated heads-up to claim the title, as 
well as the other players at the final table. 
 
The guy I was playing heads-up against, Andrew (Lauer), he was playing good poker, but I 
got better cards, and I got maximum value for my cards. I thought it was going to be him 
and I heads up at the end. No offense to anybody else, everybody was playing good poker at 
the table, but the cards were on my side.” 

Izadi is not wasting time and is going in search of another title soon. 

“I’m going to Southern Indiana to play the Main Event there and then Hammond. I’m going 
to all the stops. I love the Circuit.” 

 



 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Hamid Izadi 
Nationality:  USA 
Current Residence:   Marietta, GA  
 

Profession: Poker Pro   
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 2

 

DIRECT LINKS 

FULL RESULTS 
HAMID IZADI’ OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO 

https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1658&tid=17649&dayof=176491&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1658&tid=17649&dayof=176491&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerid=112106
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